CHILD’S MINDSET

Approach every challenge as if you were a child, ask why and just try!
PURPOSEFUL MINDSET

Understand your own passion and align it with your purpose to create long-lasting impact.
BIG PICTURE MINDSET

See beyond smaller issues to the bigger pain points that leverage the system around it.
LATERAL MINDSET

Switch up your thinking to get unstuck.

THE DO
UNCERTAINTY MINDSET

Enjoy not knowing everything and let it liberate you from the deceptively easy answers. Have the courage to fail!
The more you like an idea the more you should try to prove it won’t work. Every time an idea fails it makes room for a better one!
For change to be effective, it has to be made for and with people in mind.
Joint ownership of process and outcome drives the most innovative and powerful results.
Clarity of the impact you want to achieve should drive your decisions and actions, measuring it ensures you’re on the right path.
Create the momentum to move into action, even before everything is perfect – it never will be!
Don't get stuck when hurdles arise - find ways to get back to DOing.
ABUNDANCE MINDSET

View the world as a place full of resources, networks, people and skills that are all there to help you.